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By Paul Cooper

B y the time the next issue of

The Yes Hub Magazine is

published we may be out of the EU

with the date and time we are due to

leave being the 29th March at 11pm.

But even at this late stage I can not

say this for certain as there is a

rising possibility that the exit will

have been delayed. Nor can I say if

we do leave whether we will have

left with some form of deal or

crashed out with No Deal.

After May's deal was rejected she

has made further attempts to

renegotiate the Backstop element but

has been rebuffed by Europe so she

is returning to Westminster, tail

between her legs, for new vote on

the 12th March. May has been

relying on a dangerous game of

brinkmanship to get it through. Yet

nothing of any substance has

changed is it likely that the MPs will

vote for her deal this time?

Reasonable calls to have a second

vote have been rejected by May and

Corbyn, Corbyn's Labour have failed

to be an effective opposition and 8

Labour and 3 Conservative MPs

have left their respective parties in

the last week before going to press.

Westminster is in undoubted chaos.

This means a No Deal hangs over

us like the sword of Damocles, even

though MPs have passed a motion to

reject a No Deal. May has now given

MPs the option to vote for an

extension to Article 50 if they vote

down the deal on the 12th March but

that will not likely resolve anything.

If this sword eventually falls it will

be worst possible outcome for the

UK with border delays affecting

food and medicine supplies which

will likely lead to sprees of panic

buying and general cost increases for

food and many other goods. 100

other issues such as the right to fly

planes in Europe, farmer payments

and fishing rights, and many more

too numerous to name will cause

chaos in the short and long terms.

Is this really a way a nation should

run things? Is it not time we pushed

for a second Scottish independence

referendum? Scotland voted to stay

in Europe and we deserve better. ■

Brexit Day is
Here (Maybe)

Yes Hub will Run Buses
to AUOB Marches in 201 9

Glasgow
4th May - £1 3

Galashiels
1 st June - £1 2

Oban
1 5th June - £1 6

Ayr
6th July - £1 5

Campbeltown
27th July - £20

Aberdeen
1 7th Aug - £1 7

Perth
7th Sept - £1 2

Costs will vary. Book online at:

www.edinburghyeshub.info/events-1

Payments required 2 weeks

before the march in question
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Edinburgh Yes Hub

Week of Action
5th to 9th March

Evening Events

Tuesday 5th March - ‘Question Time’ Style Debate
Hugh Cullen SSP, David Mackenzie, Nick Hutcheon & X-Rebellion

Grassmarket Centre, Edinburgh - 7pm

Wednesday 6th March - Sofa Debate
Paul Kavanagh, Janet Fenton & John Corbett
Music by Andrew Gordon & Euan Johnston

Eric Liddle Centre, Morningside Road, Edinburgh - 7pm

Thursday 7th March - Finances of an Independent Scotland
With Craig Dalzell followed by Q & A

Quaker's Meeting Hall, Victoria Terrace, Edinburgh - 7pm

Saturday 9th March - Indoor Rally
Speakers, Music and Other Events

Augustine Church Hall, George iV Bridge, Edinburgh - 7pm

Daytime Event

9th March - Stall & Leafeting at

Scotland vs Wales 6 Nations Match

9th March - Local Stalls
Various Locations and Times

To get involved please contact Mike at the Hub

Book Events at www.edinburghyeshub.info/events-1

To get involved in Day Events please contact Mike at the

Edinburgh Yes Hub

31 Lasswade Road, EH1 6 6TD. 07837 677307

theedinburghyeshub@gmail.com
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By Paul Cooper

The McCrone Report is a mere 18

pages long and was first produced 45

years ago for Ted Heath's government

as an analysis piece looking at the

financial impact that North Sea Oil

would have on the concept of an

independent Soctland. The analysis

showed that Scotland could easily

become a wealth and prosperous

country and consequently the report

was kept secret for over 30 years. It

was only revealed following a

Freedom of Information request in

2005. Since then it has become an

important weapon in the nationalist

arguments but until now it has never

been published in a newspaper for all

to read. The National took this

decision to do so on Wednesday and

also dropped their pay wall so anyone

can read it.

I read it myself and I can say that

this is important to the independence

cause but it does not directly prove

that in 2019 Scotland could become

independent. Unionists claim that this

report is an interesting piece of history

and irrelavant today and in some ways

they are correct. Scotland's position is

very different today than it was 45

years ago with the price of oil being

considerably lower but also the level of

employment is better and there is also

not longer need to put a huge

investment into the West Central Belt

as there was in 1974. Global warming

means we should be looking to leave

as much of the oil undergrond as

possible but we can still use our

natural resources as oil can now be

replace by a new boon in renewable

energy that Scotland also has in

abundance and that won't run out.

The report has a dense and academic

style but is short enough that I

recommend that everyone takes this

opportunity to read it in full because

we can see that 1 ) Scotland was quite

capable of being a successful

independent country, 2) the

mismanagement the money that came

from oil in the intervening 45 years

and 3) the fact that Scotland has been

lied to for years being told that it is

incapable of being independent as it

would be a financial disaster. This

final point is the real lesson of the

McCrone report that you cannot trust

the UK Government to ever tell you

the truth about Scotland and they will

hide it and happily lie through their

teeth. ■

Visit Our Website: edinburghyeshub.info

Coinage appeal
By Mike Blackshaw

W e made an appeal to you for

spare 1p, 2p and 5p coins to

reinforce a campaign aimed at the

Bank of Scotland when they refused

to take change. Since the incident

last month we have in fact had a

good response from supporters with

three people handed in their

shrapnel and 6 others have

promised. Lets see if we can get that

number up to 30. Also we have have

a response from the Bank and they

are installing a counting machine.

Many thanks to all who have

donated. ■

Pensioners for Independence
Edinburgh & Lothians

Lessons From the McCrone Report

National AGM & Meeting

Saturday 1 6th March
1 pm to 5pm

Augustine United Church Rooms
George IV Bridge, Edinburgh. EH1 1 EL

Formal AGM
Followed by

3 Speakers:

Ashley Graczyk
Councillor for Sighthill / Gorgie Ward

Paul Kavanagh
Blogger and Yes! activist

Joanna Cherry QC MP
MP for Edinburgh South West

For more details see: bit.ly/2tF9Ah3
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By Mike Blackshaw

O n Monday 4th February, I

with around 20 other

concerned souls went to the Russian

Consulate in Edinburgh to protest

against their tit for tat cancelling of

the Nuclear proliferation treaty. We

were met by closed doors and the

flashing lights of a police car and

two police vans. The so called super

power would not speak even through

an intercom. In a way this worries

me but not as much as if the

Russians do not speak to the

Americans. So we left to go to the

American Consulate, this time met

by the police and again a refusal to

speak, as “we did not have an

appointment”. Obviously scared of a

few OAPs who were only stating our

worry at the current escalation in the

arms race.

On a less worrying note, you have

to question what Consulates are for.

Yes, they do visa applications, but

surely that could be done online.

Maybe assist a fellow citizen in

trouble, but then again they will have

to make an appointment. No these

are just status symbols on a world

stage of one-upmanship. With two

these failed super powers trying to

score points in a game of projected

power.

No wonder the world is in danger

and if climate change does not get

us, some nuclear accident will.

Currently we have in the White

House someone who claims to be

always right, a climate change denier

and someone who is has to be a hair

breadth away from being mad. With

Putin it is ego, his muscle bound

poses show he needs to let us know

how powerful he is and someone you

should not mess with. China could

be the saviour but will not, as they

will always be more concerned with

protecting what they have with stern

measure. So where are we: about 2

minutes from midnight. ■

2 Minutes to Midnight

By David McKenzie

O n Monday 18th February the

Peaton Peace Pirates, a Trident

Ploughshares affinity group along

with friends from the Yes Hub and

elsewhere, attempted to call on the

US, French and Chinese Consulates in

Edinburgh and the Scotland Office (as

the representative office of the British

State), in order ask them to engage

urgently in diplomatic moves to

defuse the current critically dangerous

nuclear stand-off.

The visits were a follow-up to letters

sent last week to representatives in

Edinburgh of the 'P5' nuclear-armed

states, requesting a meeting at a

specified time. The only reply

received was from the Russian

Consul-General, offering a meeting

later in the week, so his office was not

visited on Monday.

Supported by members of Scottish

CND, Edinburgh CND and Edinburgh

Yes, and wearing fleeces marked

'TPNW monitoring and compliance

squad', we went equipped with notices

of non-compliance to issue to the

Consulates ("This state is in non-

compliance with UN nuclear weapon

treaties" and "Warning: toxic

diplomacy").

At each location the police

prevented us from speaking to anyone

inside, by insisting that all the

buildings remain closed during our

visit, so we had no alternative but to

paste our non-compliance notices to

the doors, walls and pavements of the

buildings, along with other messages

done in chalk, whilst reading out

sections of the Treaty on the

Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons

(2017) through a megaphone. The

notices were quickly removed by the

police, with repeated threats that we

would be arrested if we pasted up any

more, so we did but we weren't. . . . We

ended each visit with a rousing

rendition of the song "Freedom Come

All Ye".

At the French Consulate we were

intrigued to be told that we weren't

allowed to mark the building as that

would be in contravention of Article

22 of the Geneva Convention! We

replied that we were very keen on the

Geneva Convention but wondered

why the Police were upholding this

Article and neglecting others? - later

research showed that the Police

person had actually meant the Vienna

Convention.

A cordial meeting with the Russian

Consulate- General took place on

Thursday at which views were

exchanged. The C-G has agreed to

attend our screening of the War

Game, the previously banned film

which portrays the horrific effects and

aftermath of a nuclear conflict, so

long as at least one other of the

consulates/Scotland Office also agrees

to attend. So we will now re-issue our

invitation to the other four.

Watch this space. ■

Trident Ploughshares Responds
to the Nuclear Stand-off
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New Maps for Sales

Stennis Historical Society Page

S tennis Historical Society

received a complimentary copy

of the atlas as we contributed data

for one of the map information

layers.

It’s a big, A3-size paperback book,

which is appropriate for displaying

30 maps of Scotland, along with

information and photos to illustrate

the themes being explored. It’s made

from thick, durable, good quality

paper.

These are not just pure

geographical maps, but have

information overlays on themes that

include Geology, History, Local

Government, Transport, Food &

Drink, and Culture. Snippets of

information are provided on things

I’d not heard of, e.g. the Kildonan

Gold Rush, compete with a picture

of the shanty town huts.

Most of the maps (apart from

some historical ones) show the

whole of Scotland with Orkney &

Shetland in their correct

geographical positions rather than in

a box. This will please people living

there, but the downside is that the

mainland is quite a bit smaller as a

result than it could have been, and

overlaid data harder to see. Also,

some overlaid information is

difficult to make out due to a

combination of small icon size and a

lack of contrast with the colours of

the background map.

The Geology map shows so much

information that it’s hard to

distinguish the different features. For

example, in the Legend, the colour

used to represent Silurian Sandstone

Sedimentary Rock is very similar to

that used for Devonian Lavas

Igneous Rock, and on the map I

can’t distinguish them from each

other. However, the map succeeds in

showing that different rock types

tend to be found in bands across

different parts of the country.

A sensible balance has been made

between labelling some icons on the

maps, and adding too much

information. For example, dozens of

building icons show the locations of

Historic Environment Scotland

properties, but only ten are

identified with a number which

relates to a list of the top ten

properties in terms of visitor

numbers. The building icons could

have all been replaced with numbers

for identification on a table, but as it

is anyone wanting more information

could visit the HES website. In fact,

a list of sources of information is

found at the back, which could be

used to find further information on

topics of interest.

The book is fully up to date, with

details of renewable energy

installations and the location of the

proposed Spaceport in Sutherland.

There is also some speculation on

the future, based on current

developments and natural resources.

It’s a fascinating book, which a

reader is likely to come back to

many times. It’s packed with

information, and time is needed to

take it all in. Finally, it is good value

for £30. ■

Scotland – An Atlas of Opportunity
by Lateral North for Common Weal

A Review By Dàibhidh Kennedy

S tennis Historical Society's cantonment map shows

the locations of British Army troops during their

occupation of Scotland in the Jacobite-era years 1745-

56. It is a double-sided map on glossy A3 paper, with

anglicised place names and colour-coded location on one

side and Gaelic names on the other.

Its origins lie in the Society's transcription of hand-written

military records called the Cantonment Register and the

Situation Reports, which detail the British Army's locations

and activities. The transcribed documents are available from

the Society's website bit.ly/StennisHS.

Available at the Edinburgh Yes Hub for £7.25 or via their

online store for £10.00 including delivery in a cardboard postal tube. Profits support further research at materials. ■
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The Box of Tricks
by Alistair Potter
A Review By Carol Ross

A t the moment, when news coming from a

Westminster mad as a bunch of frogs is so

bizarre, so alarming, there are times when I just want to

escape for a while. I definitely recommend dipping into

the world of Alistair Potter, which is just as bizarre and

sometimes alarming – but much more enjoyable. This is

first science fiction book I have read in a while but it

has whetted my appetite for more.

It all starts when amiable, easy-going Tom inherits a

strange box from his uncle and investigates the contents.

Straight away we are transported to a parallel universe

which Tom initially rejects but is then persuaded to take

over his uncle’s old job as ‘collector’. At first his tasks

take the form of short travel within the UK, for which

he is recompensed a great deal better than his job as

tax-driver. Despite his landlady’s suspicions he takes on

more tasks which move quickly from skulduggery in

Amsterdam to other planets, other universes, strange

technology, glamorous new ‘collector’ friends and a

series of adventures which follow with dizzying speed.

The pace never drops and the narrative is hugely

entertaining. Think of the humour and inventiveness of

the Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy crossed with the

edginess of Blade Runner (OK I know that dates me).

Things take a dangerous turn when Tom, on a hot,

toxic planet with his new partner Fanshawe, accidentally

‘collects’ an additional object, a strange closed cylinder.

They find out later that it is being sought by several

organisations, both benign and sinister. The function of

the cylinder is revealed with good and bad news for our

heroes. There follows an even more hectic and

hazardous chase through several new universes, with

cross, double cross and perilous escapes before the final

denoument. It’s all a long way from a bedsit in

Marchmont.

But there is so much more than swashbuckling

adventures and strange planets, evil empires and

competing forces, heroes, heroines and baddies alike

who are never quite what they seem at first. There are

serious underlying issues such as the environment and

how resources are managed – what could happen when

populations outstrip the finite reserves a planet has to

offer. Above all there is a meditation on the nature of

time which, in the best traditions of science fiction,

conjures up realities we are only dimly aware of. A

thoroughly good read. ■

By Mike Blackshaw

W ednesday last week (27th) we had a visit from a

couple of excelent Yessers from Grangemouth

looking to get some advice in opening Yes Hub in their

town. I was pleased that they seem to be far along in

their plans and I was able to have an excellent

discussion on their ideas and provide them details of

our setup, activities and experiences.

I wish the activists in Grangemouth all the best and

will assist in anyway we can. They told me they were

recently in Kirkcaldy who have a new Yes Hub and

found they were very active. Activity encourages

activity and the two from Grangemouth were very

willing to be active. I can tell you all I found the

meeting highly encouraging.

We should in fact be opening hubs all over Scotland as

they help local activists and show the Soft-Nos and Not-

Sures that we are out there and active.

If you are reading this in a town or city without a Yes

Hub, I have to implore you to get together with like-

minded friends and see if you can set a hub up. ■

Plans for a new Yes
Hub in Grangemouth

Edinburgh Yes Hub
Accounts for February 201 9

INCOME

Direct Debits £ 309

Donations £ 1 089

Sale of Goods £ 39

Sale of Tickets £ 20

Total £ 1 457

OUTGOINGS

Rent £ 638

Electricity £ 1 20

Water £ 1 20

Leaflets £ 670.65

Goods/Books £ 1 45

Bil lboard £ 260

Poster £ 86.50

Misc £ 32.45

Total £ 2072.60

Mike Blackshaw
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iScot is a monthly magazine profi l ing Scottish

culture, arts and history with a touch of pol itics.

A magazine “for those of independent mind” and

pride ourselves on our balance, and we have

something for everyone.

We also welcome contributions.

Priced at £3.99 and is avai lable in most

newsagents and by subscription.

Avai lable in the Edinburgh Yes Hub or subscribe to

get your copy early.

Fundraising For The Hub Made Easy

There is great way to raise money for the Yes Hub

whilst you shop at many different retailers online via

the service provided by EasyFundraising.org.uk.

You Shop, They Donate.

Firstly you need an account. If you don't have one go to:

easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/yescafees and register.

There are different ways you can use their service:

From a browser:

• Log in to easyfundraising.org.uk

• Find the retailer using the Search function

• Click on ‘Go Shopping’

• Make yourpurchase andEasyFundraising does the rest!

For users of Firefox or Chrome there is a Donation

Reminder that you can install from their website,

which pops up a reminder when you visit a retailer's

website. Just click the activate button. Clicking on

the "e" icon is another way to search for retailers.

You can also use one the mobile apps (Android/iOS) to

search for retailers, go shopping and donating that way.

EEddiinnbbuurrgghh UUpphhoollsstteerryy

eedd iinnbbuurrgghhuupphhoollsstteerryy..ccoomm

EExxcceeeedd iinngg YYoouurr EExxppeeccttaattiioonnss

NNoott YYoouurr BBuuddggeett!!

www.pszrestoration.com
tel: 0131 623 2524 mob: 07903 329 950

email: info@pszrestoration.com
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Local Events

Yes Edinburgh West
1 1 th March — 7.30pm to 9.30pm — Clermiston Inn, 9
Rannoch Road, Edinburgh. EH4 7EG — Scotland’s

Future History and The Wey Forrit

www.facebook.com/events/21 876323745921 82

Yes Linlithgow
5th, 1 2th, 1 9th & 26th Mar — 1 0.30am — FITS From
Italy To Scotland, Unit 2 Regent Center, 20 Blackness
Road. EH49 7HU — Cafe Chat

www.facebook.com/events/434757500395663

Yes West Lothian
7th March — 7.45pm — Linlithgow Bowling Club, 2
Philip Ave, Linlithgow. EH49 7BH — An Evening with

Michel le Thomson

www.facebook.com/events/23536861 34642844

Yes Fife
29th March — 7pm — Watts of Cupar, Station Road,
Cupar. KY1 5 5HX — Spring into Yes

www.facebook.com/events/358276644763784

Yes West Fife & Dunfermline
5th March — 7pm — Abbeyview Bowling Club,
Dunfermline. KY1 1 4HA— Monthly Meetings

www.facebook.com/events/373761 1 401 1 4972

Regional Events

English Scots For Yes (Edinburgh & Lothians)
1 2th March — 1 0am — Athletic Arms (Diggers), 1 -3
Angle Park Terrace, Edinburgh. EH1 1 2JXG — Monthly

Meeting

Yes Bikers
6th April — 7pm — Hermiston Gate, Edinburgh. EH1 1
4DG — Ride for Yes M8

www.facebook.com/events/22797961 1 5680725

Yes Community News & Info

And Finally: At the begining of this month we are having a Week of Action from 5th to 9th March. We have

evening events but we really need lots of help with the leafleting and stalls on the 9th so please get in touch.

Magazine Aims: • To allow free advertising to Yes groups
• To give Yes groups a voice

• To keeps readers informed
• To promote the Edinburgh Yes Hub
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Alan Bissett
7:00pm Mar 13
Alan will give one of his popular talks.
Booking Required

Stennis Society Monthly Meeting
2:00pm Mar 13
Stennis Historical Society Meeting.

Michelle Thomson
7:00pm Mar 22
Michelle is now back in the SNP. She will be giving a
talk followed by a Q & A.
Booking Required

Tommy Sheppard MP
7:00pm Mar 15
Tommy Sheppard does a talk followed by a Q & A.
Booking Required

Wee Ginger Dug (aka Paul Kavanagh)
7:00pm Apr 26
Paul gives a talk followed by a Q & A.
Booking Required

Robin McAlpine
7:00pm Apr 1
No April Fool's Joke but we have Robin back for
another talk and maybe Q & A assuming we can get
a word in edgeways.
Booking Required

Week of Action
Mar 5 to Mar 9
Events happening during the day and evening. For
more information see Page 2.
Booking Required For Evening Events

Stall at Pensioners For Independence AGM
1:00pm Mar 16
Event AGM followed by speakers. (See Page 3)
We will doing a stall and any help will be welcome.

Mike's 70th Birthday
2:00pm Apr 7
On this day Mike will be officially old but to
celebrate (or is that commiserate) there will be a
party with food and drink. All welcome.
Booking Required

Free National For All
10:00am Apr 13
The National is doing another free edition. We need
help with deliveries and street stalls.
Please let us know if you are willing to help out.


